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l ABSTRACT
Space-based antenna systems for the search of signals from extra-terresv'ial intelligence

were first proposed in the mid-seventies. Tentative performance specifications for systems that
might be built in the early part of the _enty-first century were established. Fh-eliminarystudies of
system design and missior, prone led to the consideration of the Sun-F_.arthcollinear transterrestrial
libration point (SEL2) as .theideal ope,ationai location for the system. Moreover, compatibility
with current conti_gency plans for technology development in the geostationary orbit suggests that
fabrication and a:_;emblyof major components of space-based antenna systems that might be built
in the early part vf the next cemury would most likely take place in that orbit, Consequently,
deployment of 'ti'_csecomponents to the operational location at SEL2 would require, first of all, an
orbit transfer at ._e,>_,]ncbaxmousaltitude to the ecliptic plane, and then a transfer from the resulting
ecliptic geosynchm:Jousdeparture orbit to the heliocentric operational ,.,,i)itat SEL2. Because both
major comFonents (dish and shield)of the antenna system would have structural configurations (of
the shallow..sheEdand flat-plate type, respectively) that are associated with high v#ues of the area-to-
mass ratio, the possibility of com[xment deployment in the ecliptic plane by means of solar saJEng
was early recognize& A literature review of papers and other publications dealing with Earth-
orbiting and interplar:etary solar-sailing missions was then conducted; however, relevant
information concerning suiiable attkude-control laws for solar-sai!tng flight to SEL2, and
assc_iated flight times, could not be obtainS. For this reason, independent studies of ,.heecliptic
solar-sailing transfer problem from the geosynchronous departure orbit to SEL2 have been
conducted in recent years in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University of Hawaii
at Manoa. These s,'._,2ies were based en a _eladvelysimple mathematical model describing at_tdde-
controlled spacecraf, motion in the ecliptic plane as governed by solar and terr2strial gravitational
attractions together with ate solar radiation pressure. The resulting equations of n',otion have been
integrated numerically for zxrelevant range of values of spacecraft _ea-to-mass ratio (as obtained
from preliminary estimates for dish and shield established in eaaFer work) and for an appropriate
spacecr',fftattitude-control,law known to lead to E,xrthescape (as obtained from perusal of the solar-
sailing literature). Expcrtmentation with vatyir.giniti.-dconditions in the departure orbiL and with
attitude-control law modification after having achieve£ Fzrth escape, has established the feasibility
of component deployment by means of solar sailing. De.milsare given in the paper.
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ON SPACE-BAS_)S.E.T.I.

Space-Based Antenna Systems t'._r the Search of Signals frc_ Extraterrestrial Intelligence

INTRCDUCTION Space-based antenna systems for the search of _i_als i

froc; extraterrestrial intelligence were first proposed

in the mid-seventies [1,2]. A study to determine their comparative cost-effectlv_r_s

relative to Earth- and Moon-based syst:ems was conducted by the Stanford Research

Institute (now SRI International)or,,behalf of th_ zrl P:r,_gramOffice of the _SA

AmesResearch Center at that time [3]. It was concluded that, for the very large

antenna systems that would be required for small assumed values of the number of trans-

mitring civilizations, an appropriate base location in space might well turn out to be

cost-effective. For this reason, tentative performance specifications fat SETI :_a,:e-

based radiotelescopes were established at Ames du,:l_g thai period [4]. Their authors

envisaged a three-stage development program resulting in an ultimate antenna system the

receiving element of which would consist of u 3 kenaperture spherical reflector dish

having a surface accuracy of + i mmand a nominal ma'i_um operating frequency of 15 GHz.

Other components would include up to three free-floating feed modules equipped with

sophisticated iciser--ronging and attitude-cor.trol systems, as well as a _ km diameter

RFI (radio-freq_,ency i '_erference) shield for protection against Earth-or Earth-orbit

based electro_nagnetic emissions. Maximumsky coverage for a minimum of dish movement

would be obtained by moving the feed _0dules _¢ross the reflector dish. The system

would operate in lunar orbit at one of the two Earth-AOon equilateral librarian points.

It would always be pointing aw_y from the Earth, thereby sweepJ.ng360 degrees of sky

once each luncr period.

OPERATIONALORBIT Uore recent studies of the 5ETI space-basedantenna

sysL:_ hove tended to Invalidate the concept of o lunar

operntionol orbit [5]. At the lunar distance and beyond, thermal gredlent$ together

with the solar radiation pressure would be the dominant envlror_entolfactors

influencing the structural response of Earth-orbiting radiotelescope: of the size:

-_.nvisaged. It was postulated that unattenuated thermal loads or, the reflector dish

structure would so much degrade the shape accuracy of the reflecting _urfoce that

ensuing demandson the control system required for maintaining this accuracy would

become excessive. Consequently, protection of the reflector dish structure against

the solar thermal radiation would also be required. Fo_"operati_ in _he lunar orbit
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this would imply a requirement of two :_hields: one located between the dish and

Earth providing RFI protection, and one Io_;_tedbetween the dish _nd the Sun

ploviding thermal protection. The dynamic c_nplexity of a two.-sF,_cldorbiting

antenna system was considered so _nde_irobie that a search was initiated for

.... =_u, _ysLe_ma_ _ich o single shield would stmultaneovsly and

continuously provide both RFI and thermal protection for the dish, Element(=ry

considerations suggest that the only location for which this wG_Jldbe. the _,_se

lies or the Sun-Earth line cta distance fr_ Earth compatible _ith heliocentriccl

orbital motion in phase with it. Thus, the optim<_i location in the solar system

for a SETI space-based antenna system as envisaged appears to be the collinear

tronsterrestrial Sun-Earth librarian point (here called SEL2). Even though this

location, at 1,500,000 km away from Earth, is kno'_nto be dy_omically unstable, _L

would be on excellent operational l_"ntion for the following reasons: o sin,)ie

shield there interposed b_tween the dish and _arth would provide almost c:o,_t_nuous

and complete RFI as wail as thermal protection (the exception consistir_g of

occasional interference from emissions generated on the outer pl.anets), r_wer

requirements for system station-keeping at the optimum location along the Sun-Earth

line would be minimal [6], and a direct line of communicationwith Earth could

olwols be maintained.

C_PONENT DEPLOYMENT It is clear that the enormous size of the ultimate

antenna system envisaged in the An_s specifications

would .hakeit _ecessary to plan for fabricationand assembly of its major comfx>nents

(the RFI/thermol shield and reflector dish structures) in the highest rossible Earth

orbit. The higher this orbit, the smaller the gr, fity-grodient torques io which

these structures would be exposed during fabrication and assembly; and with

gravitational loads negligible at the operational location (SEL2)_ the optimum

location for fabrication and assembly would seem to be situated at an orbital

altitude where the solar rodiatiorw pressure loads on shield ana dish are dominont.

Although the lowest such altitudes lie well below SEL2, they are also _ituoted amuch higher locations than those for which construction facilities and personnel

may be exhorted to become available in the foreseeable future. Recent work in

preliminary technology planning for space solar power stations postulates that the

large structural components of these stations would be fabricated and assembled in

the geostationary orbit; o concept that envisages the availability of construction

facilities and personnel at 36,000 km above the Earth during the early part of _he

ne_t century. It has therefore been assu_ee that fabrication and assembly of the

major structural components of a SETI space--based antenna system +t_at might be built
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at s<w_etim_ during the next centu"y would take place in the cj:;ostotionary _,_'ELt.

C_msequently, deployment of these co_pone_is to the operational location a: SEI2

would reauire, i;irst of all; nn _rh{f f?_._f-.r (hi n_n¢.-nrk.'_n .... c!_it,,de) ._^

the ecliptic: plane, _d then a transfer fr=t_ the _esulting ecliptic geosyn,=h_onous

departure orbit to the heliocentric operational orbit at SEL2. Because the f.c

largest components (shield and dish) would h_ve structural configurations (of _.he

fla_-p),ate und shallow-shell type, respective|y) that are a_.sociated _ith high

values of the area-_o-mass ratio, and because the ecliptic transfer problem vould

involve regions of space £n which the influence of the solar _rodiation pressure on

component r_otian would be dominant, the possibi}.it.y _f deployment of shi-:d and

dish by means oi solar sailing was eo;iti _'ecognized. A literature review of papers

dealing with Enrth-orbiting and interplanetary solar-sailing missions was then

conducted; Eow,:.ver, relevant information concerning suitable attitude-control laws

for solar-sailing flight to SEL2, and corresponding durations of transfer, could

nct be. obt( ined. For this reason, independenl studies of the component,deployment

problem have been conducted in recent years in the Deportment of Mechanical

Engineering of the University of Hawaii at Manoa [7,8,9]. These studies were based

on a relaLiveJy simple mothe_oticai model describing t_',e nttitude-con'[rolled ,,_)tion

of a "solar sail (representing shield or dish) in the ecliptic plane czs governed by

both solar and terrestrial gravitational o_trc-tions tc_ezher with the solar

radiation pressure. The resuiti,_g equations of motion were integraied nunw_rico!ly

for a relevan_ range of values of component az'ea-to-mass ratio (as obtained from

preliminarx mass estimates for shield and dish established in earlier work) and

for an appropriate attitude-control law known to lead to Earth escape (as obtained

f_om the so;at-sailing 1.i.terature). N_,me_=ical experimen_at'_on with varying initial

conditions in the geosynchronous departure oribJt, o_d with modifications of the

attitude-control law (including free ?ligk, l) after having achi_.ved Earth escape.,

h,_s established the fea_ibii_t.y of compor,en'k deployment to SEL2 by means of solar

sailing. This k,eing the case, ;;he princJpul focus o? current _ork is on a bro;:der

defiriticn and more exact solut.J.on of the :;olar--soiii.ng transfer problen., including

_he case of" osy_,totic arrival at SEL2 c,s tvell a_ the case of smooth insertion into

er_ appropriate halo orbit in its vic'nity. Problems concerning the conceptual ciesign

and ncmainal o.oerai:ion of o fully d_,ployed SETI ._pace-L_s_d antenna system at or near

SEL2 are also being considered.
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